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Companion Cards for the Evolving Soul 

 

36. Rainbow 

 

Attribute: The card of endless possibilities 

 

General Meaning: Good fortune, dreams and visions, the best outcome;  

but also art, creativity and homosexuality. 

 

Soul Goal: For your attitude to always be gratitude 

 

 

 

I remember going to the movies back in the late 70s to see The Muppet Movie and I confess that for 

quite some time, my favourite song was Rainbow Connection sung by Kermit the Frog. It’s only when 

I got older that I really began to listen to the lyrics. “what’s so amazing that keeps us stargazing, and 

what do we think we might see? Someday we’ll find it, the rainbow connection, the lovers, the 

dreamers and me…” The song is quite spiritual and is more about questions than answers. It 

encourages us to believe in the mystical and continue to dream.  

The most unlikely claim EVER would have to be someone suggesting, “Oh look, another Rainbow, 

how boring. You’ve seen one, you’ve seen them all.” Instead, they’re usually met with excitement, 

followed by phones being whipped out to capture the moment before it disappears. Rainbows are a 

positive omen and a sign of prosperity. 

Advice 

If the Rainbow has come to brighten up your reading, it signifies an ultimate outcome. It’s time to 

release any doubts you might be holding onto because all dreams are reachable and success is 

inevitable. The Rainbow card is a celebration of all that you are and all that you choose to become 

and like the Rainbow’s arc sweeping across the sky, your path is obstacle free. 

The Rainbow card is the card of ‘living the dream’ and invokes a sense that you have already won the 

lottery. Although the Rainbow may grace us for a fleeting moment, it leaves an everlasting impression 

and by a similar nature, your achievements may also be brief, but the gained wisdom and sense of 

achievement is permanent. Evolution is irreversible and when each day is fuelled by abundance, 

gratitude and unconditional love for the self and others, that elusive pot of gold at the end of the 

Rainbow is firmly within your reach. 

 


